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the other day a trio of women asked me to take their
ne of the things I love about hiking is the mystery
photo amidst the towering stalks of Black Mustard.
of what’s up ahead around every trail bend.
Although I complied, I found myself battling with
Sometimes there is nothing in particular that stands
my inner naturalist about whether I should relate
out, whereas other times an unexpected surprise
the laundry list of ecological problems associated with
awaits. Sometimes that surprise is something
this invasive, flammable weed, or if I should keep my
manmade and unpleasant, other times it’s a treasure
mouth shut and let them continue to gush over the
of nature. A few weeks ago my husband and I were
“beautiful” flowers. I like the way Sydney Jones from
hiking at Chino Hills State Park. I was hoping to
Laguna Canyon Foundation described Black Mustard:
catch the wildflower explosion, and although there
Are those yellow hills evidence of a Super Bloom or Super
were still some lovelies blooming, most of what
Doom? In all honesty, it’s a bit of both. These weeds
lined the trail were large stands of invasive species
spread like crazy, taking over entire canyons. They can
like Black Mustard and Poison Hemlock. At several
grow up to eight feet tall and end up hogging all the
points along the path we saw large scats interwoven
resources, crowding out native plants like our beloved
with multi-colored balloons, a most disturbing site. We
California poppy and lupine. Mustard even goes as far as
continued along the trail and as we rounded a curve
permeating the soil with a chemical that prevents future
we recognized the familiar shape of a rattlesnake
plant germination – talk about a bully! And after the spring
stretched out on the trail up ahead in the distance.
has sprung? It dries out, turning our canyons brown,
As we got closer it became apparent that the snake
California Bee Plant
had no intentions of moving. We stomped our feet.
(Scrophularia californica) becoming excellent tinder for future wildfires.” True as
are Sydney’s words, I didn’t mutter a negative comment
We slid our feet moving dirt around and even resorted
and instead chose to let these park visitors enjoy their BFF
to throwing a rock in the direction of (not at) the rattler, but
photo and walk in our beautiful park.
it stayed put. Finally, John darted around it and I quickly
followed. The snake never even “batted an eyelid!”
While in the backcountry with Park Aide Laurel Gifford I
came upon a lovely fuchsia colored flower that stumped me.
Right now, the dominant color along the park’s bluff top is
Fortunately, Laurel had this awesome app called “Picture
yellow, in various hue ranges, shades, and luminescence. I’ve
This” which with one snap of a photo identified the flower as
noted lemon yellow, corn yellow, golden yellow even canary
California Figwort aka Bee-plant. I must have seen this 2-4’
yellow all which are representing the array of wildflowers
evergreen shrub before since it is common in Coastal Sage
that are covering the bluffs. Just standing in one spot and
Scrub and Chaparral habitats near sandstone outcrops, but
turning in all directions we can see California Sun Cup,
I just didn’t recognize it. The pretty pitcher-looking flowers
Bermuda Buttercup, Bush Sunflower, Golden Yarrow, Slender
bloom from February through July and are a favorite nectar
Tarplant and, of course, the omnipresent Black Mustard which
source for small native wasps and bees, hummingbirds, and
dominates the landscape. As I walked the multi-use trail

Black Mustard (Brassica nigra)
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have been hanging around at
most notably the Chalcedon
the Rocky Bight tidepools. And
Checkerspot butterfly whose
why wouldn’t they, there seems
caterpillar feasts on the leaves
to be an ample supply of the
(after hatching from a mass of
food they love like mussels, limpets,
eggs laid on the underside of the
barnacles, and crabs which they expertly
leaves.) Due to their diet of figwort and
consume by using their striking red bill to pry
other plants that contain bitter compounds
open, hammer at or stab until they retrieve the
known as iridoid glucosides the Chalcedon
Chalcedon Checkerspot
( Euphydryas chalcedon)
prey. These charismatic birds position themselves
Checkerspot larva is poisonous and the adults
with their beaks buried at the water’s edge close to where
are simply unpalatable which often prevents them from being
the surf breaks. When the waves crash and splash on the
eaten by avian predators. As a butterfly of the Brushfoot
rocks the oystercatchers fly up and screech “wheep, wheep”
family, Chalcedon Checkerspots have small hairy forelegs
in their high-pitched cry. According to the Cornell Lab of
which they use to “taste” their food and are rather handsome
Ornithology, the Black Oystercatcher is on the 2014 State
with a checkerboard pattern of black, red, and yellow squares
and spots covering their wings.
Not only are the yellow
flowers and designer
butterflies visible in the
park, several species of
attractive and vibrant birds
are equally eye-catching.
I keep seeing flashes of
Hooded Orioles with their
bright yellow and black
feathers and black face mask
and hearing their constant
chatter both in the park and
in the palm tree outside my
bedroom window starting
Hooded Oriole
Trude Hurd
(Icterus cucullatus)
at sunrise. These talkative
Trude Heard and energetic birds spend
the winter in Mexico arriving back in our “hood” by spring to
begin courting (males flutter their wings as they move from
branch to branch, bowing to the female.) Hooded Orioles are
also referred to as “palm-leaf orioles” as they sew their hanging
nests in palm fronds (or in sycamores or eucalyptus trees,) like
they do each year outside my house, then lay 3-7 eggs. The
chicks are born after two weeks naked with just a few tufts of
downy feathers covering the neck and back. I’m still waiting
to catch a glimpse of these funny looking hatchlings as I know
they are up their in their hidden elaborately woven nest.

of the Birds Watch List, because of their risk of becoming
threatened or endangered without conservation action due to
their restricted range (only found along the Pacific Coast from
California to Alaska) and threats to the intertidal habitat where
they spend their entire lives.

The other bird who arrived for spring also has a distinctive
call, but that of the Black Oystercatcher is loud, piercing,
and shrill. At least three of these large black birds with
oversized clunky pink feet, yellow eyes and red eye rings

A month or so ago I hiked in search of Western Spadefoot
Toad tadpoles and this month saw not only some remaining
tadpoles, but many of the newly metamorphosed adult toads
who were hopping all over the wet soil. They weren’t alone

Black Oystercatcher

(Haematopus bachmani)
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Despite the name “treefrog”, they actually live on the ground
near ponds, swamps, streams and other wet spots like the
Trancos or Moro creeks in the park. We don’t often see them
though, but we surely hear them, especially as sun sets. In
fact, these tiny black-masked frogs, which grow to less than
2”, have the loudest croak around and any late-night diner
at the Beachcomber Café can expect to be serenaded by the
continuous raucous sounds of Pacific Treefrog calls.

Pacific Tree Frog

(Pseudacris regilla)

though as Park Aide Laurel and I scanned the habitat for
these well-camouflaged amphibians, we noticed the grass
come alive as if we were in a horror movie. The movement
came from the dozens (maybe hundreds) of teensy weensy
Pacific Treefrogs who jumped so quickly our heads were
spinning. One of the most fascinating characteristics of this
little frog is its ability to change color. Unlike chameleons, who
change their color to match their surroundings, the Pacific
Treefrog changes color based on the air temperature and
humidity. The frogs have no control over this transformation,
which is a biological defense mechanism to prevent them
from becoming a meal, and if warranted takes but a few
minutes to turn from green to brown or from light to dark.

One of my favorite spots in the park these days is in the
Historic District between the Painter’s Cottage and Fisherman’s
Perch because a healthy shrub of Southern Honeysuckle is
growing wild and emitting the most intoxicating aroma. I just
want to stand in one spot all day and inhale the sweet scent,
which reminds me of childhood and playing with my Little
Kiddle named Honeysuckle (I loved this tiny 2 ½” doll.) With a
few weeks left before the summer crowds descend, I am trying
to get out as much as possible and witness the wonders of
Crystal Cove State Park. Just this morning I saw quite a display
between two tumbling lizards who were fighting, mating, or
maybe just playing, but when they rolled over I was stricken
by the gorgeous shade of royal blue on their bellies. Yesterday
I watched leaping dolphins and tomorrow, well, who knows
what’s in store. As John Muir wrote:

“In every walk with nature one
receives far more than he seeks”
See you in the Park!

Winter

